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Materials and manufacturing processes dictate design; in this case, plastic and bamboo have informed the method of 

construction for building prototypes of tailored tents and deployable structures. A two-step method called pinching, a 

technique that eliminates the time consuming practice of cutting and assembling individually patterned tent pieces, 

transforms single flat sheets into tents, tent-panels and tunnel structures. A freestanding tent built using this method is 

called tunnel with multiple cells pinched into a single membrane. Multiple cells are also used to create other deployable 

structures, eventually leading to the design of a deployable yurt. The method presented in this essay has been inspired 

by, and draws from many established tensile principles. These designs differ from contemporary precedents as they are 

all explored from a hand-made approach, without the use of computer aided design or engineering analysis. Essentially, 

they test designers’ capacity to build tensile and deployable forms simply and instinctively. 

 

Introduction  

Light, transportable and temporary, tents are adaptable structures that have existed in more places on earth than any 

other building type. The sheer variety of forms such as the African black tents and the Asian yurts show a poetic 

testimony to their natural simplicity as they evolved naturally with climate change, available materials and the demands 

of a nomadic lifestyle. In contemporary terms, tent design should respond to desired needs and life necessities quickly 

and efficiently with readily available and affordable materials.  

 

The Bakerygroup identified the area of emergency relief housing as an area of investigation to improve options for 

provision of basic shelter. Large populations are often displaced or left without shelter due to any number of natural or 

man made disasters such as earthquakes, landslides, war etc. Major relief organizations supply tents or tarpaulins. A 

cheap and immediate relief solution usually includes distribution of rectangular sheets of plastic that produce inefficient 

space coverage. Accounts of camp situations identify families huddled and exposed under tarps for weeks after initial 

help had arrived. Sometimes a second wave of relief will supply traditional canvas tents which are heavy and expensive 

to transport, difficult to setup and problematic to maintain. Large tents are commonly used for mid to long term solutions 

and are usually insufficient in quantity to provide housing to all of those in need.  

 

These situations present a design challenge. In an effort to provide a better and more efficient emergency shelter option 

for the short to mid term humanitarian crisis, our strategy combines inexpensive materials with simple fabrication. 

However naive within the intricate and bureaucratic workings of the humanitarian relief market, we soon discovered many 

obstacles in gaining support for this design incentive. Although the design challenge still motivated us to continue 

exploring emerging ideas for deployable structures, our approach became above all physical forcing us to engage with 

the built form. At each point in the process, the physical work of building a tent pointed directly to the next opportunity 

with materials informing assembly methods, and methods transforming materials.  
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Geometry, materials and method  

To produce a cost effective shelter, our method combined inexpensive materials with minimum assembly in the 

production process. We also believe that if a shelter can be built easily and effectively by hand then mass production will 

be quick and easy. To provide stability, our initial assumption was to integrate a hyperbolic paraboloid or saddle surface 

into the design of the tent’s canopy. The saddle stabilizes and defines the membrane by applied tension to at least four 

points in two opposite directions and thus provides resistance to multiple forces. The black tents of Africa and the Middle 

East are among the oldest examples of this type of structure. They are very stable in adverse weather but are not easily 

deployable by a non-native. In our search for a system that could be used easily by anyone, the structure had to be 

easily deployable rather than one requiring assembly or dismantling of many structural parts. 

 

Similar to tarpaulins, the canopy material we had chosen is a fire-retardant reinforced polyethylene film that is low-cost, 

lightweight and tear resistant. Polyethylene can be easily heat welded using metal bars or a hot air jet. We have even 

successfully bonded this plastic using high-pressure steam.  Film is isotropic, meaning that it has equal strength 

properties in all directions. In order to create a saddle surface, the film must be cut and assembled from individual parts, 

a potentially consuming process. We quickly realised that a single flat sheet can be manipulated into a three-dimensional 

saddle surface by what we called the pinching technique as described in the following section. 

 

Original experiments in pinching were conducted using simple, un-framed membranes with individual tension points. 

Later trials have shown that an integrated frame or a continuous edge is far more advantageous in transmitting the 

forces from a surface in tension. It is important to note that a frame is not needed to hold these forms. The frame serves 

the role of effectively tensioning, stabilising and deploying the canopy. We had chosen Tonkin bamboo as the frame 

material for its obvious advantages: natural elasticity, lightweight and sustainability. The frame consists of four poles 

attached together into a closed loop, spread apart at the peak and base. The tensile membrane is mounted within the 

straight-edge frame that results in a highly stable yet collapsible structure. 

 

Pinching 

In linear production, the frame is pre-assembled from four straight bamboo pieces coupled with four flexible elbows. The 

hinged frame is heat sealed into a single piece of film cut from a continuous roll. The frame and film are then folded and 

pinched (sewn or welded). In one step, two overlapped layers of plastic are welded and cut along a curved line 

producing a watertight seam. The remaining crescent is removed. Next, the frame and film are opened and refolded 

perpendicular to the first seam. A secondary pinch is applied and the crescents are removed. The frame is once again 

opened and tensioned out by the peaks to produce a double curved or saddle surface (figure 1).  

 

The key to tailoring saddle surfaces rests in pinching curved seams along the folds made in a surface. A surface bound 

by a frame can only be folded at the hinges. A curved pinch along this fold breaks the flat surfaces and produces two 

curved surfaces joined by a parabolic seam. Folding the curved surfaces perpendicular to the first seam and applying a 

second pinch results in a saddle shape. Spatially, the result is a set of two opposing curves crossing at their vertex and 

at a right angle. The simplicity of this method is proven by the capacity to create these surfaces by hand. 
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10.1 Pinching process 

 

 

 
 

10.2 The Basic Shelter tent deployed and folded 

 

 

 

Additionally, the shape and proportion of the saddles produced in this manner is adjustable by controlling the pinching 

curves and frame proportions. By changing the depth and shape of each pinch the saddle is controlled and manipulated 

into the desired form. Only the aperture of the frame limits the amount of variable saddles. To date we have explored four 

and six sided frames, both of which have quite extensive proportioning variables. A six-sided frame would require three 

pinches. The four-sided panel represents the simplest double curved surface made in this manner, as a three-sided 

surface could only result in a flat plane.  

 

Basic shelter 

The proposal for a basic emergency shelter is produced by employing the pinching method. This tent is square in plan 

(2.3m x 2.3m x 2 m high) with 4 vertical walls and a large framed canopy.  The tent’s canopy is effectively tensioned by 

the open frame and two outer guy lines. The walls hang free and would normally be weighed down by material such as: 

sand, rocks or snow. The floor surface is attached to the bottom joints of the frame; this determines the tent’s maximum 

spread. Given the scale of this design, we have found that a single pinch across the tent’s canopy was enough to create 

a simple curved space with an effective structure (figure 2).  
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The square plan and elevation of a single tent was designed to interconnect with other such tents beside it. Essentially 

the tent is a modular building block capable of creating endless ground architecture that can be used as a family 

dwelling or as a room attached onto an extensive clinic complex. Flexibility in layout and size creates spaces for multiple 

functions. The tensioning of each tent module is transferred from one frame to another in larger assemblies by latching 

one frame to the next, an advantage of the straight frame (figure 3). However, among the many ways of linking the 

modules, linear tunnel-like connections were found to be most efficient. 

 

 

 

10.3 Four interconnected Basic Shelters 

 

 

Following the first setup of a basic shelter module, its useful simplicity was evident. We had no problem in deploying and 

securing the structure to the ground in under one minute. The first version was put through a full year of outdoor 

exposure, including an eastern Canadian winter. It sat steadfast through high winds, ice and snow. This assured us of 

the stability provided by the pinched membrane as the canopy did not falter. Our aim was to develop a standardised 

outer tent envelope. But since climate and conditions vary, the tent is further improved by changing interior shells. 

Depending on the destination, walls for example, could be made of insect netting where airflow is vital. Comparably, in 

cold climates: an inner shell made of synthetic felt could be suspended for insulation. The single remaining design 

challenge is that the space covered by basic shelter, must sacrifice interior volume to the slopes of the canopy. 

 

In 2002, the basic shelter was exhibited at the International Aid and Trade Show in Geneva that was attended by various 

relief organisations and manufacturers. Although there was interest in the basic shelter due to its ease of deployment, it 

did not result in any substantial activity within this marketplace. To date, this simple and stable design awaits its true 

application, its efficiency as a low cost rapidly deploying emergency shelter remains to be tested.  However basic shelter 

was the modular building block that became the foundation of all further design explorations. Driven to improve this 

design, we questioned whether emergency relief efforts truly require a new shelter solution. We were encouraged by the 

possibilities offered by the basic shelter and continued to elaborate further on the process established.  
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10.4 Deployment of a tent- panel 

 
 

10.5 Simple tent-panel assemblies used without struts 

 

 

The tent-panel 

In constructing later tent forms, we began to focus on the framed canopy, i.e. the roof portion of basic shelter and the 

principal tensile component. Up to this point we had relied on the ground plane to anchor and keep the tensile forces 

active, which was a limiting factor. Following this observation, a freestanding structure was created by adding two 

compression struts onto the four-sided panel. The struts run tangent to each side of the frame and across the centre of 

the double curved membrane without protruding beyond the curvature of the surface thus allowing a true self-supporting 

structure. The tent-panel became a self-tensioning, collapsible, and hyperbolic building block (figure 4). 

 

The self-supporting tent-panel was individually used as a shading device and shelter. It is feasible to create large free-

form installations by interconnecting one panel to the next and by varying their proportions and openness. Whole 

assemblies can be mounted over or onto buildings, creating potentially interesting organic undulations by controlling 

each individual tensile cell or tent-panel (figure 5). 
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10.6 Integrated multi-celled accordion tent 

 

 

 

10.7 Deployable yurt structure 

 

 

 

 

Panels and tunnels 

The single tent-panel became a defined building-element. We proceeded to apply the tent-panels (or cells), as repetitive 

elements within one continuous skin. By controlling the amount of panels and their scale, a balance between structure 

and covered space was reached.  

 

Tunnel tents and blanket structures can be made in a similar manner as the basic shelter by repeating multiple pinches 

that generate cells in a continuous, uncut surface. By staggering and overlapping the cells, we produced an efficient 

space enclosure. It remained simple to make and easy to use. An increase in the amount of structural elements from 

previous designs was compensated by reducing their sectional diameter and weight. Tunnel-tents are the most obvious 

forms that offer a free-standing design which is deployable with minimal assembly and handling. The free-standing 

accordion tunnel tent has a dynamic quality, reacting slightly to wind force yet always returning to a central balanced 

point due to the elastic quality of the bamboo and joints provided. Multiple cells allow the tent to adapt to an undulating 

ground plane as torsion resistance is also reduced (figure 6).    
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Although the work explores mostly symmetrical designs, pinching multiple cells in a continuous membrane is also 

possible for creating structural covers (blankets) with varying shapes. Covers produced in this manner could take on any 

form and still remain structural. Their outer profile could be made to resemble irregular shapes such as cloud formations. 

This again would be achieved by controlling the size and proportion of each cell. Hence, the tensile structure (tent-panel) 

is a cellular component of a geometrically rigid, larger whole, i.e. a tensile space frame. 

 

Full circle 

Assembly of tent-panels into a concentric and circular plan resulted in a circular scissor-structure that was generated by 

rotating the frames of the tent-panel and pinning their intersections. A central hub was added to connect the frames at 

the apex. The number of elements was increased to generate a sixteen sided polygon, approximating a circular plan. 

Unlike a traditional Asian yurt, the deployment of this structure is quite simple because of the pre-assembled framework. 

The lattice wall is combined with the roof poles, acting together as a giant umbrella with walls. Once the structure is 

unfolded, the cover is simply thrown on and stretched down tight. The canopy does not require pinching in order to work 

as a cover. In a larger version however the roof to wall transition would probably benefit from saddle shaped surfaces. 

This first generation collapsible yurt-type dwelling is 4.3m in diameter, 2.6m high and weighs approx 24 kg. It is also 

made of bamboo and reinforced polyethylene plastic.  

 

Process driven design 

From saddles to circles, the tent design prototypes are the result of a process driven by materials and built experiments. 

The simple pinching technique proved instrumental in allowing us to explore built forms quickly and efficiently. No 

special tooling was required. Although machines can be used in production, plastic and bamboo can be sealed and 

joined by users themselves. Off-the-shelf supplies and simple material combinations can often lead to unexpected 

results. These designs continue to grow as there is much to explore in the simple act of building a tent.  

 

Illustrations 
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3. Four interconnected basic shelters 

4. Deployment of a tent-panel 
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